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“It’s a bit deep for Saturday morning isn’t it?

“Do you mean on a very deep level?  Like, what makes your life 
worth it?  Like why do you get up in the morning?  There’s two 

edges isn’t it?  It could be something really simple or really
 benign like a packet of biscuits, but if on a deeper level I 

suppose it’s helping other people.   Learning.  You know, what 
makes your day worth it.”



“Hope” said the young women at Wendy’s.

“Hope is addictive,” said the older man at Chess, 
“Like playing, cross lotto, cross lotto.  

They always hope and I say stop that damn thing. 
People playing poker machines hoping they’ll win, it’s all crap. 

Its addiction.  Hope is addiction.  
You have to do the things.”

“A packet of biscuits.  Opening a new packet of biscuits, that makes 
your day worth it doesn’t it?” 



There’s definitely something about arriving somewhere.
taking time to land.

Jimmy seems to be throwing fishing lines in every direction- 
jumping from place to place in his head and getting excited about 
abstractness and oracles and metaphysical possibilities.

Emm seems to be sinking in her toes- widening her eyes. Trying 
to widen it all- her attitude- perspective- cast a large enough net 
and hope nothing falls through.

I am wandering. looking at people and again contemplating who 
to approach- how to negotiate- realizing my own prejudices and 
preferences.





What I didn’t say & I wished I had: 

I didn’t say anything about the young man at the bar I wanted to talk to, but 
who looked at me with steely eyes, and said very firmly, “No thank you, I 
definitely don’t want to talk to you.” And his friend who looked down and 

mumbled, ‘Sorry mate.’

I didn’t say about the chat I had with the woman at the Whalers Housing 
association who told be about the 82 year old homeless woman 

who was sleeping in the rotunda at night, the families who are driving round in 
cars sleeping by the beach, and the 100+ people who try to find some shelter 

in Goolwa on a regular basis.

I didn’t mention that we were suspicious of the positive responses we
 kept getting in Goolwa, suspicious of where all the 

happiness was coming from, if it was real. 
 

We were reminded all the time though, 
by the dozens and dozens of pamphlets 

that were all over the town advising 
about help services for anxiety and depression, 

that happiness is a slippery fish 

- no matter where you are, 

or how old you are, 

or what you look like.



Goolwa issues:

In classical antiquity an oracle was a person or agency considered to be a 
source of wise council or prophetic predictions or precognition of the future 
(inspired by the gods). As such it is a form of divination. 
From the Latin ‘to speak’.

There were a lot of people that seemed really positive about what made their 
days worth it- people around Goolwa really positive about their days. And we 
wondered if they were all telling us the truth.
Was this the full story? 

We decided to consult the oracle. We drove to the Murray Mouth to hear it’s 
wisdom.  When we arrived, the mouth knew what we were seeking.

It said, look Bureau, if ya wanna know what’s happening here it is:
Goolwa needs a swimming pool- there’s nowhere for the kids to learn how to 
swim and the beach is really dangerous
Is Hindmarsh Island really a part of Goolwa?
After centenary hall got renovated- there was no place for the community 
groups to go.

There’s a woman who goes to the deli three times a day, she always orders 
sausages and peas, she just talks at staff, tells them about her ute, whinges 
about bad drivers and the council, she drives them crazy, she’s always talking 
at them, not really having a conversation.

You might think everyone is positive but you obviously haven’t read 
the letters to the editor. It’s all just oldies complaining, a lot of it.
They shouldn’t expect it to be perfect but they kind of do.

That is my wisdom for you.

We didn’t get any simple answers to our question
but we experienced a great sense of calm and 
peace as we left the mouth.





John

“Cos when I came down here I had blood pressure when I came down here, 
I was taking about 8 pills a day for it, and I finally went to this lady doctor in 

Middleton and I walked into her office and she said 
You’ve Got Parkinsons. 

 I said, ah ok, what… 
she said 

I Can Tell By the Way You Walk Because You’re Not Lifting Your Legs.

 She said, take these tablets, come back and see me.  
So I took the tablets,

 first night, nightmares.  I was swimming, I was going 2 strokes forward, 3 
strokes back.  I was climbing a sand hill, one up, 2 down.  

I said to the dog, it’s just me and the dog, this is pretty scary stuff.
  

It’s awkward because I’ve always played a lot of sport . . . 
I was at a stage where I was going to retire and play golf 3 times a week.  

But suddenly that couldn’t happen anymore.

 Anyway. . . . The answers are always the same.       If I could vary the answers 
but the answers are always the same. 

I keep thinking why me, what have I done bad in my life.  
I can’t answer that because I haven’t been a bank robber or anything.

No, no I’m not (religious) but I believe in something.  
Religion is probably not the right description.  

But there’s something out there, I’ve seen too much not to believe it. Even with 
my mum and my grandma and all the people who have died.  Somehow they 

are looking after me.  

Apart from that, life’s great.”







things that made an impression:

the sound of the waves

riding a bike without having to brake

riding home by starlight

the amazing beachfront

the coorong

the headless seal washed up on the shore

the bird in hand sparkling in the front bar of the goolwa pub

the goolwa pub

bill shannon

kumuwuki

the locals

the man who cleaned the blood of the other man’s cheek
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